
“    RocketMatter’s new reports allow for greater insight into the productivity of the firm. Previously I would spend a significant amount of 
time compiling and analyzing the data, so these new reports are a 
welcome timesaver and tool. Their endeavor to provide and enhance 
these reports to facilitate management's ability to run the Firm 
successfully is an invaluable commitment by RocketMatter.”

Aram Homampour
SSwedelsonGottlieb

Any of the reports can easily be exported into a 
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet for your convenience.  

You can always speak to a knowledgeable U.S.-based product specialist by calling 1-888-4321-LAW,
or schedule a free online interactive demonstration at www.rocketmatter.com!

BigLaw Reporting For Small &                
Mid Sized Firms
RRocket Matter makes financial management fast and efficient 
with Advanced Analytics. These user-friendly reports allow you 
to measure and eliminate waste, spot inefficient billing 
practices and identify your firm’s top performers. With 
Advanced Analytics, you can better understand, benchmark 
and measure your most important metrics. 

Origination Report
Understand which one of your team members is bringing in the most business. Manage compensation based on 
who’s responsible for bringing in new business.

Allocation Report
Keep track of the amount of client payments your attorneys bring in. This makes it easy to calculate payouts, and 
supports payroll structures that pay attorneys a percentage of revenues. 

Matter BudgetsMatter Budgets
Set a budget for a matter and track against your projections. Keep track of the economics of all your cases and 
spot issues instantly. 

Productivity per User
Discover how much billable versus non-billable time your 
employees are tracking, giving you insight to how your key 
money-makers are spending their days.

Productivity per Matter
Understand which of your matters is taking up most of your Understand which of your matters is taking up most of your 
time. Maintain awareness of the efforts you’re putting into all 
of your firm’s cases.

Collections Report
Discover which of your timekeepers is collecting properly for 
their invoiced billable activities time. Spot gaps and identify 
your collections issues early and accurately.

Advanced Analytics




